BLMT: statistical sequence analysis using N-grams.
Statistical analysis of amino acid and nucleotide sequences, especially sequence alignment, is one of the most commonly performed tasks in modern molecular biology. However, for many tasks in bioinformatics, the requirement for the features in an alignment to be consecutive is restrictive and "n-grams" (aka k-tuples) have been used as features instead. N-grams are usually short nucleotide or amino acid sequences of length n, but the unit for a gram may be chosen arbitrarily. The n-gram concept is borrowed from language technologies where n-grams of words form the fundamental units in statistical language models. Despite the demonstrated utility of n-gram statistics for the biology domain, there is currently no publicly accessible generic tool for the efficient calculation of such statistics. Most sequence analysis tools will disregard matches because of the lack of statistical significance in finding short sequences. This article presents the integrated Biological Language Modeling Toolkit (BLMT) that allows efficient calculation of n-gram statistics for arbitrary sequence datasets. BLMT can be downloaded from http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~blmt/source and installed for standalone use on any Unix platform or Unix shell emulation such as Cygwin on the Windows platform. Specific tools and usage details are described in a "readme" file. The n-gram computations carried out by the BLMT are part of a broader set of tools borrowed from language technologies and modified for statistical analysis of biological sequences; these are available at http://flan.blm.cs.cmu.edu/.